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Climate and WeatherClimate and Weather

•• Climate is the statistics of the weatherClimate is the statistics of the weather
–– Mean annual Indian RainfallMean annual Indian Rainfall
–– Average January temperature in InvercargillAverage January temperature in Invercargill
–– Return period of Florida hurricanesReturn period of Florida hurricanes

•• Wide range of spatial and time scales Wide range of spatial and time scales 
involvedinvolved

•• ““Climate is what we expect; weather is Climate is what we expect; weather is 
what we getwhat we get”” –– Ed Lorenz Ed Lorenz 



VariabilityVariability

•• WeatherWeather varies due to factors varies due to factors internalinternal to the to the 
system:system:
–– Variability in the atmosphereVariability in the atmosphere
–– Variability in the oceansVariability in the oceans
–– Variability in the biosphereVariability in the biosphere

•• ClimateClimate varies due to factors varies due to factors externalexternal to the to the 
system:system:
–– Rising levels of greenhouse gasesRising levels of greenhouse gases
–– VolcanoesVolcanoes
–– Fluctuations in solar outputFluctuations in solar output



Climate as a Climate as a predictablepredictable systemsystem

Climate is to weather as the bank is to the Climate is to weather as the bank is to the 
roulette wheel:roulette wheel:

•• The statistics of the system are simpler The statistics of the system are simpler 
than the system itselfthan the system itself

•• Easier to be right in the long run than in Easier to be right in the long run than in 
the shortthe short



Factors governing predictabilityFactors governing predictability

•• Initial conditionsInitial conditions
–– The state of those parts of the climate system The state of those parts of the climate system 

that govern internal variability that govern internal variability at a given timeat a given time

•• Boundary conditionsBoundary conditions
–– The The changes over timechanges over time of those factors that of those factors that 

govern external variability in climategovern external variability in climate

Necessary for predicting weather

Crucial in predicting climate



Sources of predictabilitySources of predictability
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Boundary conditions and Boundary conditions and 
global climateglobal climate

•• Climate is determined by the boundary Climate is determined by the boundary 
conditions of the atmosphereconditions of the atmosphere--ocean ocean 
system:system:
–– solar irradiance (power output of the sun)solar irradiance (power output of the sun)
–– atmospheric composition (greenhouse gases, atmospheric composition (greenhouse gases, 

volcanic activity, etc.)volcanic activity, etc.)
–– positions of continents, icepositions of continents, ice--sheets etc.sheets etc.

•• If these change, climate is likely to changeIf these change, climate is likely to change



Factors in the climate systemFactors in the climate system

Kiehl and Trenberth, 1996



Energy in the climate systemEnergy in the climate system



•• Energy input from the sun: SEnergy input from the sun: S00 = 1375 W/m= 1375 W/m22

•• ~30% reflected away into space: a = 0.3~30% reflected away into space: a = 0.3
•• Remainder emitted as thermal infrared, Remainder emitted as thermal infrared, 

giving an giving an ““effective temperatureeffective temperature””, T, Tee::

•• Plugging in the numbers gives TPlugging in the numbers gives Tee = 255K, = 255K, 
as compared to as compared to TTsurfacesurface = ~285K= ~285K

Greenhouse effectGreenhouse effect
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Changing concentration of Changing concentration of GHGsGHGs

•• Increases the infrared opacity of the Increases the infrared opacity of the 
atmosphereatmosphere

•• Raises the mean altitude of air Raises the mean altitude of air 
radiating to spaceradiating to space

•• Higher air is colder (by ~6K/km) and Higher air is colder (by ~6K/km) and 
so emits lessso emits less

•• Net radiation to space is reduced, by Net radiation to space is reduced, by 
~4W/m~4W/m22 for a doubling of COfor a doubling of CO22



Changes in climateChanges in climate

•• Some aggregate parts of the climate Some aggregate parts of the climate 
system adjust to changes in GHG, solar, system adjust to changes in GHG, solar, 
sulphate forcing in a reassuringly linear sulphate forcing in a reassuringly linear 
wayway

•• Other (usually less Other (usually less aggregate)aggregate) parts parts 
respond in a very nonrespond in a very non--linear waylinear way



Dynamical SystemsDynamical Systems

•• Linear systems are easyLinear systems are easy
–– periodicperiodic
–– stablestable
–– predictable, deterministicpredictable, deterministic

•• NonNon--Linear systems are hardLinear systems are hard
–– aperiodicaperiodic
–– very sensitive to initial conditionsvery sensitive to initial conditions
–– unpredictable (but still deterministic)unpredictable (but still deterministic)



The Lorenz EquationsThe Lorenz Equations

•• Three 1Three 1stst order order DEsDEs..
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The Lorenz AttractorThe Lorenz Attractor

Very sensitive to small changes in 
initial conditions



Trajectory divergenceTrajectory divergence

•• Neighbouring Neighbouring 
trajectories diverge trajectories diverge 
exponentially fastexponentially fast
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Exponential 
error growth



Predicting Chaotic SystemsPredicting Chaotic Systems

the logarithmic dependence 
on this term is the killer

case 1: δ=10-1, a=10
case 2: δ=10-7, a=10
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•• The Lorenz system has a time horizon beyond The Lorenz system has a time horizon beyond 
which prediction breaks downwhich prediction breaks down
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case 1: δ=10-1, a=10



Predicting Chaotic SystemsPredicting Chaotic Systems

the logarithmic dependence 
on this term is the killer

case 1: δ=10-1, a=10
case 2: δ=10-7, a=10
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•• The Lorenz system has a time horizon beyond The Lorenz system has a time horizon beyond 
which prediction breaks downwhich prediction breaks down
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Predicting Chaotic SystemsPredicting Chaotic Systems

the logarithmic dependence 
on this term is the killer

case 1: δ=10-1, a=10
case 2: δ=10-7, a=10
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•• Even when we improve our knowledge of the Even when we improve our knowledge of the 
initial conditions by a factor of 1M, we improve initial conditions by a factor of 1M, we improve 
our prediction time by a factor of just 4our prediction time by a factor of just 4
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Two sorts of predictionTwo sorts of prediction

•• Initial condition predictabilityInitial condition predictability
–– clearly limited by the nature of chaotic clearly limited by the nature of chaotic 

systemssystems
–– this places (tight) limits on weather predictionthis places (tight) limits on weather prediction

•• Boundary condition predictabilityBoundary condition predictability
–– concerned with concerned with σσ,,b,rb,r && (f,(f,θθ))
–– the nature of the the nature of the ““climate attractorclimate attractor””, not the , not the 

particular trajectories within itparticular trajectories within it



ForcedForced Lorenz EquationsLorenz Equations

•• What happens if we change the boundary What happens if we change the boundary 
conditions of the attractor?conditions of the attractor?
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We apply a constant forcing in 
a single direction



Histograms (time averaged)Histograms (time averaged)

Original System Forced System

Equal time spent in C+, C- The ratio changes (C- preferred)



Forced Chaotic SystemsForced Chaotic Systems

•• Do not always respond to Do not always respond to forcingsforcings in an in an 
obvious way obvious way 

•• Require full simulation to reveal their Require full simulation to reveal their 
responsesresponses

•• This is why we have to simulate weather This is why we have to simulate weather 
to find out about climateto find out about climate

•• Hence Hence General Circulation ModelsGeneral Circulation Models



Climate PredictionClimate Prediction

•• Boundary condition predictabilityBoundary condition predictability
–– concerned with concerned with σσ,,b,rb,r && (f,(f,θθ))
–– the nature of the the nature of the ““climate attractorclimate attractor””, not the , not the 

particular trajectories within itparticular trajectories within it

•• Far more scope for longFar more scope for long--term predictionterm prediction
•• In principle we can know about the In principle we can know about the 

attractorattractor without perfect initial conditionswithout perfect initial conditions
•• As long as we can simulate it adequatelyAs long as we can simulate it adequately……



Climate modelling (1990)Climate modelling (1990)

•• General Circulation Models (General Circulation Models (GCMsGCMs))
–– Atmospheric Atmospheric GCMsGCMs
–– Ocean Ocean GCMsGCMs

Ocean only Model

Atmosphere only Model



Climate modelling (2000)Climate modelling (2000)

•• Coupled OceanCoupled Ocean--Atmosphere Atmosphere GCMsGCMs

Ocean Model

Atmosphere Model



Climate modelling (2005?)Climate modelling (2005?)

•• Coupled Coupled GCMsGCMs with biogeochemical cycleswith biogeochemical cycles

Ocean Model

Atmospheric Model

CouplerCryosphere Model

Chemistry Model

Biosphere Model



GCM PerformanceGCM Performance

•• Modern Coupled Modern Coupled GCMsGCMs
Perform well at continental scalesPerform well at continental scales
Perform well at Perform well at interannualinterannual --> > climatologicalclimatological

scalesscales
Perform less well at short time scalesPerform less well at short time scales
Perform less well at regional scalesPerform less well at regional scales



Model simulation of recent Model simulation of recent 
climateclimate

Natural forcings only
(solar, volcanic etc. variability)

Anthropogenic forcings only
(human-induced changes)

The Met Office



Model simulation of recent Model simulation of recent 
climateclimate

Natural + Anthropogenic forcings

Natural forcings

Anthropogenic forcings
The Met Office



Solar forcing in modelsSolar forcing in models

Stott et al, 2001

Combined forcing, doubling solar response



Forecast warming to 2050Forecast warming to 2050

IPCC TAR



Net ranges under various Net ranges under various 
scenariosscenarios

Stott and Kettleborough, 2002, Nature



Uncertainty in climate predictionUncertainty in climate prediction

•• Models depend on Models depend on ““parameterisationsparameterisations””
of smallof small--scale processes scale processes 

•• Parameterisations represent the Parameterisations represent the 
feedbacks between smaller and larger feedbacks between smaller and larger 
scales.scales.

•• Many prescribed parameters (e.g. Many prescribed parameters (e.g. ““ice ice 
fall speed in cloudsfall speed in clouds””) are poorly ) are poorly 
constrained.constrained.



Scientific Questions arisingScientific Questions arising……

•• What is the impact of different parameter What is the impact of different parameter 
choices on model predictions?choices on model predictions?

•• Remember that these interact nonRemember that these interact non--
linearlylinearly……

•• Harder question: impact of model Harder question: impact of model 
structurestructure



But climate is more than global But climate is more than global 
timetime--seriesseries

•• Simple reSimple re--scaling of model predictions only scaling of model predictions only 
works for very largeworks for very large--scale variablesscale variables

•• Better approach: vary parameters within Better approach: vary parameters within 
models and repeat the forecastmodels and repeat the forecast

•• But how should we vary parameters?But how should we vary parameters?
•• The Monte Carlo solution: The Monte Carlo solution: 

–– Vary parameters over very wide rangesVary parameters over very wide ranges
–– Simulate 1950Simulate 1950--2050 changes with many models2050 changes with many models
–– DownDown--weight predictions from runs that fail to fit weight predictions from runs that fail to fit 

observed changes over 1950observed changes over 1950--20002000



How many simulations?How many simulations?

•• The problem of nonThe problem of non--linearity: you linearity: you 
cancan’’t just add up responses to t just add up responses to 
different perturbationsdifferent perturbations

•• All combinations and permutations All combinations and permutations 
need to be tried, at least in principleneed to be tried, at least in principle

•• 5 settings each of 9 parameters gives 5 settings each of 9 parameters gives 
59 permutations, or 2M simulations59 permutations, or 2M simulations

•• Current typical ensemble sizes with a Current typical ensemble sizes with a 
comprehensive climate model: 4comprehensive climate model: 4



A new approachA new approach

•• Most computing power is now on Most computing power is now on 
desks or in bedrooms, not desks or in bedrooms, not 
supercomputing centressupercomputing centres

•• 100100--year simulation with HadCM3L year simulation with HadCM3L 
would take ~4 months on an upwould take ~4 months on an up--toto--
date PCdate PC

•• Over 2M people have participated in Over 2M people have participated in 
SETI@homeSETI@home……



climateclimatepredictionprediction.net.net

•• So we plan to:So we plan to:
–– Distribute ~2M versions of HadCM3L Distribute ~2M versions of HadCM3L 

set up forset up for……
–– PrePre--packaged (unique) simulation of packaged (unique) simulation of 

19501950--2050 2050 
–– Estimate uncertainty from collated Estimate uncertainty from collated 

resultsresults



How many is How many is ““enoughenough””??

•• There are many more than 9 There are many more than 9 
underdetermined parameters in the modelunderdetermined parameters in the model

•• We cannot screen all possible combinationsWe cannot screen all possible combinations
•• We can be more efficient by:We can be more efficient by:

–– Screening parameter combinations first with a Screening parameter combinations first with a 
simplified model (same atmosphere, slab ocean).simplified model (same atmosphere, slab ocean).

–– Using intelligent sampling techniques Using intelligent sampling techniques 
–– We apply a range of future emissions scenarios We apply a range of future emissions scenarios 

to the most realistic modelsto the most realistic models



Participants will:Participants will:

•• Run up to 115 years of the UMRun up to 115 years of the UM
•• View model outputView model output
•• Compare their results on the webCompare their results on the web
•• Take an OU short course associated Take an OU short course associated 

with climatewith climatepredictionprediction.net.net
•• Utilise Utilise KMIKMI’’ss groundground--breaking distance breaking distance 

learning resources to find out more learning resources to find out more 
about climate (& modelling)about climate (& modelling)



Participants might:Participants might:

•• Run impacts models Run impacts models 
–– hydrological impactshydrological impacts
–– biological impacts modelsbiological impacts models
–– sociosocio--economic modelseconomic models

•• Run and view results from simplified Run and view results from simplified 
modelsmodels
–– energy balance modelsenergy balance models
–– intermediate complexity climate modelsintermediate complexity climate models



What of the real world?What of the real world?

•• Should we expect Should we expect ““real worldreal world”” climate climate 
change in to lie inside the range of change in to lie inside the range of 
predictions?predictions?

•• It depends on the quantity of interest:It depends on the quantity of interest:
–– Has the ensemble converged, or does perturbing Has the ensemble converged, or does perturbing 

more parameters change the estimated range?more parameters change the estimated range?
–– Is the ensemble consistent with observations in Is the ensemble consistent with observations in 

this quantity?this quantity?
–– Do we expect this variable to be wellDo we expect this variable to be well--simulated?simulated?

•• Basic problem: a probabilistic forecast Basic problem: a probabilistic forecast 
cannot be tested with a single event cannot be tested with a single event ---- the the 
world can always surprise usworld can always surprise us



Models and the real worldModels and the real world

•• HadCM3 one of best HadCM3 one of best AOGCMsAOGCMs
•• Would like to include other models in Would like to include other models in 

additional experimentsadditional experiments
•• If the If the pdfspdfs from massively different from massively different 

models converges, we might suppose models converges, we might suppose 
wewe’’re sampling something like the re sampling something like the 
systemsystem’’s behaviour, not just one models behaviour, not just one model’’s s 
behaviourbehaviour




